
GLASSIX is an omnichannel digital communication platform that enables customers to 
establish direct communication and interaction with an organization’s representative 
through a variety of channels and platforms—smartphones, tablets, and PCs, thus 
providing them with an innovative, fast and effective customer service experience.

Developed as the first-of-its-kind ‘Omnichannel switchboard,’ GLASSIX enables your 
reps to serve multiple clients simultaneously, switch between channels in-session, send 
instructional videos, photos, user guides and digitally-signed forms in real-time, and 
much more.

With GLASSIX, customers access your service and sales reps 
immediately and directly using the channel of their choice: 
WhatsApp, Messenger, online Chat, Facebook, Instagram, 
e-mail, SMS, phone, and more. 
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Omnichannel communication: the future of customer service
Omnichannel communication takes place simultaneously in a range of digital channels. Whereas 
enterprise-customer interaction used to be face-to-face or over the phone, GLASSIX enables 
customers to engage directly and immediately with customer care/support on a variety of digital 
platforms:

WhatsApp • e-mail • SMS • live chat • Facebook’s Messenger •  interactive digital 
forms • Instagram • phone calls • and more.

On the other end of the interaction, GLASSIX offers service representatives a single, unified 
user interface to handle all types of communications simultaneously, toggling quickly 
between channels during the session, whenever needed.

A single rep can concurrently serve several customers:

The benefits of GLASSIX’s omnichannel communication platform: 
 » Stronger brand loyalty thanks to improved customer experience: no more 

queueing up to talk with the customer care representative. Customers use GLASSIX to 
communicate with the rep promptly on their channel of choice.

» Unlike phone calls, where service representatives can communicate with only one 
customer at a time, GLASSIX allows handling multiple interactions at once, significantly 
cutting waiting times for customers. 

 » Lower operational expenses by enabling organizations to serve more with fewer 
representatives.

» A richer service experience by allowing representatives to send instructional videos, photos 
and user manuals to customers in real-time to empower them to solve issues faster. Hence, 
fewer representatives are needed to cater to numerous customers.
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GLASSIX's features
 » Communicate with multiple customers simultaneously on different channels and switching 

between them without disrupting continuity.

 » Route calls from the call center to digital 
communication channels.

 » Send instructional videos, photos and 
user manuals to the customer during an 
ongoing interaction.

 » A secure, easily integrated platform into 
larger solutions without disruption. 

 » Deploying GLASSIX costs a fraction of 
implementing other solutions.

 » Potential conversion of up to 40% of incoming calls into messaging. 

 » Generate digitally signed documents and send them to the customer during the interaction.

 » Conference call functionality.

 » An open API allows easy integration with CRM and CTI systems.

 » No server or client application installations needed to run GLASSIX to manage customer 
interactions. 

 » The System's management interface enables the call center's managers to monitor all 
agents' activities, analyze SLA-compliance, gain insight regarding frequent issues and 
problems affectig customer satisfaction and more..

GLASSIX's reports and dashboard

GLASSIX features digital forms with digital signature 
capabilities from the user's smartphone, tablet or PC



» Founded in 1972, Consist Software Solutions is a leading Information Technology 

Corporation headquartered in New York, NY, with offices and development centers in 

Israel, Germany, South America, Mexico, Spain, and the United States. Consist employs 

over 1,000 people worldwide, providing products, services, and solutions to thousands 

of customers in dozens of countries worldwide.

» Consist delivers software solutions in three methods:

» Proprietary software solutions developed at Consist’s development centers 

throughout the world.

» Software solutions developed by other leading software vendors represented, 

implemented, and supported by Consist.

» Software solutions developed specifically for the customer’s requirements and 

offered as consulting services or fixed price projects.

» The software areas covered by Consist include banking systems, output management 

systems, software migration systems, ERP, human resources, business intelligence, 

WEB-based solutions, IT centers management solutions, omnichannel communications 

systems, ITSM and ESM (Enterprise Service Management systems), and more.

» Consist’s solutions and services cover the full range of IT technologies, which are kept up-

to-date according to the latest innovations in computers, IT environments, programming 

languages, database technologies and prevailing standards and trends. 

» Consist’s worldwide customer base comprises leading organizations in each country: 

government agencies, municipalities, telecoms, financial institutions, top industrial and 

commercial companies, utilities, and more. 

» Consist mostly delivers its mission-critical software systems and services to customers 

as part of long term, strategic partnerships.

Consist Software Solutions
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